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THE HOLOCAUST WARS – GUIDE BOOK 

 

The Seeming Consensus 

 

“Roughly Stated”:   “Six Million Jews were KILLED by the Nazis in German  

occupied European countries during the Second  

World War” (“WWII” 1939-1945) 

 

Somewhat Amended:  “Six Million Jews were KILLED by the Nazis in their  

       (A bit pedantic   occupied Territories during their primary full effort  

  knowledge exhibited)   from end of 1941 to mid-1945” 

 

Could be Stated Better: “Six Million Jews were EXTERMINATED by  

  (But not enough better)  the Nazis, while inflicting unthinkable pain and  

     humiliation prior, during and after extermination  

     during the 1939-1945 period” 
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What Is Deficient? 

 

Singularity 

Nothing in the seeming consensus view provides the idea of the 

INCREDIBLE SINGULARITY of the Holocaust crime.  Of the four different 

fronts that the Nazis were involved in – West Europe, East Europe/Russia, 

North Africa and the Holocaust against Jews – the Nazis spent enormous 

resources on Jews extermination while short on material, fuel and 

manpower. 

 

A Holocaust does not just happen.   

The level of preparation, including live tests on extermination methods, 

   handling continent level of logistics complexity, insanely meticulous and  

costly administration of detailed data all related to exterminating Jews 

and seeing that they constantly move towards death camps from   

   “feeder” camps and the legalistic insanity surrounding all Holocaust 

   related deeds.   

 

Christina Sternberg has written a paper (“The Holocaust”) where she 

painstakingly dissects the singularity of the Holocaust.  

IT IS AVAILABLE IN THE KNOWLEDGE BASE. 
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Other Deficiencies 

Among the many other deficiencies of the seeming consensus view of the 

Holocaust are: 
 

1. The avoidance of the strong ties between any sizeable atrocity, genocide 

(and eventually Holocaust), and the Totalitarian regimes, not just German 

deterministic utopia. 
 

2. The avoidance of including the trauma for millions of Jews (and many 

honorable non-Jews) in the Holocaust’s wake. 
 

3. The avoidance of detecting a pattern of blood-libels cumulating for Jews in 

the past two millennia, heavily contributing to mistreatment of Jews by local 

European populations. 
 

4. The near avoidance of stressing – as major crimes of colossal dimension 

deserve – the role of the psychiatric and eugenics cartels in all the criminal 

views and actions of the Nazis.  The view of the SS as dimwits prone to 

excess obedience to few rotten hombres at the top is a factually fallacious 

view.  The SS was the home for an enormous cartels’ membership on top of 

a very large PhD contingent. 

 
Jack Gostl has written a paper, “The Role of Psychiatry in the Holocaust” and 

presents a thorough review of the derangement.   

IT IS AVAILABLE AT THE “KNOWLEDGE BASE.” 
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What is an Alternative Proposed Meaning? 
 

The Alternative [“Less Consensus”] Meaning of the Term “The Holocaust” 
 

“The Holocaust is the Final Set of Events in a long, 2000-year sequence of pogroms, 
atrocities and genocides directed specifically at Jews in Asia, North Africa and Europe. 

 

Being directed at Jews as a “Race,” it culminated in the extermination of six million European 
Jews in regions ruled by Germany in World War II (“WWII”), primarily between year-end 1941 
and mid-1945.  
  

It is a singular event, which unlike any other massive killing event, involved enormous 
allocations of resources in a multi-front war, meticulous planning due to significant shortages 
of fuel and raw materials, shortage of manpower and continental size handling of logistics. 
 

It was, worst of all, executed by a cult, stubbornly clinging to a near-theological belief’s flimsy 
excuse for unprecedented hatred, utmost humiliation and maximum pain accompanying 
exterminations. 
 

In its wake, it left a seriously disoriented Jewish survivor population (in the millions), a vast 
number of non-Jewish people of honor who couldn’t grasp a country gone berserk, a strange 
and sick admiration for the Holocaust implementor’s detailed orderliness (ya, ordnung …), 
paving the way for a smart imitator who “cloaked” subjugation of peoples with Totalitarian 
“Kool Aid” and who extended maximum effort in the 46 years it lasted (1945-1991).  To make 
the U.N. dysfunctional and, as refuse, left a whole thriving “small-fish Totalitarian U.N. 
membership” cling to the wish of a world government and a new world order with a cancelled 
past.” 
 

AS CHRISTINA STERNBERG POSTULATED: 
THE HOLOCAUST IS THE WORLD’S BIGGEST CRIME EVER: 

• IT IS A CRIME AGAINST JEWS BY VIRTUE OF WHAT WAS DONE 
 

• IT IS A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY BY VIRTUE OF HOW IT WAS DONE 
 

• IT IS A CRIME THAT IS INEXPLICABLE BY VIRTUE OF WHY IT WAS DONE 
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REPEATING:  WHAT MADE JS ANGRY 

 

● A world that was and is thankless for everything that the U.S. sheriff did for all winners and losers in the 

20th Century’s three World Wars 

 

  ▲ The U.S. Killed  – Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian, 
       Rotten Empires  Wannabe Kaiser’s Empire Dream 
       In First World War  Rotten Russian Empire 
 
  ▲ The U.S. Killed  -- Seriously prevented the Brits and French 
       Totalitarian   to repeat First World War Transgressions 
       National-Socialist 
       Beast in Second 
       World War 
 
  ▲ Freed up numerous countries  ▲ Protected trade routes and 
       from the Totalitarian Soviet      acted as the “Economic 
       domination and freed peoples      engine” for the entire world  
       from Colonialists rule in a prolonged     economy 
       WWIII (46 years, 1945-1991) 
 

● Given the drubbing that Israel gets from international organizations and worldwide media, no wonder 
that JS is quite angry at the world – note the rush to re-sign the Iran Deal (“P5 + 1, 2015) 

 
  ▲  It is Iran, its surrogates and big power sponsors that clearly indicate that the Holocaust is not  

fully over. 
 

  ▲  Given European eagerness to do business with Iran clearly indicates the persistent tendency  
of Europeans (real thankless to the U.S. Sheriff) to support the Iran deal.  The Holocaust wake 
has left incredible intellectual garbage to be cleaned. 


